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START AND EXIT THE PROGRAM

Run config.exe.  To exit, select Exit  from the FILE  main menu.

The first window will be displayed: Maximum Subaperture rows: Enter 20

Explanation:  This value cannot be lower than the size of the mirror you wish to design. It
is used as a ceiling for the maximum configuration size during this particular run of
config.exe.   In this example, enough memory will be allocated to accommodate
configurations up to 20 by 20 subapertures.  If a larger mirror is required, exit the
program, restart, and enter a greater value.

I n s t r uc t i ons
Open the Configuration window from the Windows option in the main  menu.  To

familiarize yourself with display options available in the Configuration go to CONFIGURATION
DISPLAY OPTIONS on pages 19 – 20.

Note: Always use the left mouse button for work and the right mouse button for documentation.
Many buttons and window titles respond to a right mouse click with a brief explanation of its
function.
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THE TOOL WINDOW

Figure 1.

Description of Window
The Tool window gives access to all mirror design windows and is retrieved from the Windows
option in the main menu bar.  Click the first button (item 1 fig. 1) to toggle button labels on or
off and click the last button (Item 2, fig 1) to clean up windows on the screen.  The remaining
buttons open edit tool windows which contain mirror design functions.

Instructions
Open the Tool window from the Windows option in the main menu bar.

This step is competed.

Explanation
In the documentation which follows, edit tool windows are described individually.  Each is
dedicated to a specific type of operation.  Some of these windows allow drawing (or keyboard
entries) directly in the Configuration window.  To use the drawing capacity, the following
points should be kept in mind:

• When drawing directly on the graphics, the type of drawing or editing operation performed
will be determined by the currently active edit tool window – that is,  the last edit tool
window clicked.  This may not correspond to the active window as seen by the operating
system (Windows95, Windows NT, etc … ).

• The currently active edit tool window can be identified by an underlined title in italics

• A drawing function is enabled by three steps:
1) If the radio button in the edit tool window is not already selected, click it to select the

drawing function of your choice.
2) Even when the proper radio button is already selected within the window, the edit tool

window itself must be selected.  If the title is not in italics, click the edit tool window.
3) Make the Configuration window the ‘active’ window for the operating system.  Click it

once and then begin to draw in it.
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CONFIGURE THE BASIC MIRROR

Open the Geometry Tool  window from the Tools  window.  Click the indicated button.

Figure 2.

Description of Window
1) When this box is checked, the increase or decrease applies to both rows and columns, they

are synchronized.  When not checked, a rectangular configuration can be made, by
specifying rows and columns separately.

2) This button opens a popup menu from which the basic geometry type can be selected.  It
determines the actuator / subaperture pattern.

3) Odometer  buttons, increase/decrease subapertures in the direction of the arrow.  The left
half of the button will increase/decrease continuously while the mouse button is down,
the right half will do so only once with every mouse click

I n s t r uc t i ons
1. Select the Geometry type, i.e. Fried, WCE, HEX I, etc ... from the popup menu button (item 2

in figure 2).  Fried  is the default.

2. Use the Odometer  button (item 2 in figure 2)  to make a 13 by 13 subaperture mirror.  You
can use either button, the one for rows, or the one for columns.  The left half of the button
will increase/decrease continuously, the right half will do so only once with every mouse
click.

NOTE: When the box at the left of ‘Rows:’ is nnot checked (item 1 in figure 2), rows and
columns are increased/decreased independently, allowing rectangular configurations, but by
default it is checked, so use either ‘odometer’ button.

Your basic mirror configuration is completed.
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MAKE A PUPIL

Select the Pupil Tool  window from the Tool  window.  Click the indicated button.

Figure 3.

Description of Window
1) This is the default button, it sets the aperture, virtual and slaving radii to encompass all

actuators and subapertures, and specifies a zero value for the obscuration.
2) Only one radio button can be active at a time.  Clicking on one will clear the active one.  The

selected item can then be drawn in the Configuration  window.  A ‘locked’ mirror, disallows
drawing functions, see CONFIGURATION DISPLAY OPTIONS pages 19 – 20.

3) Edit fields allow changes to be made by keyboard entry.  Click a box and enter a value.  Use
the left and right arrow keys to move the cursor.  To stop editing, click anywhere within
the window except on buttons and edit fields.  To tab over to the next item, you must be in
edit mode (edit mode is entered by clicking an item).  Shift/tab works in reverse.  To copy
click a field to highlight it and press Control/C,  then click another field to highlight it and
press Control/V to paste..  (A locked configuration will not prevent you from using edit
fields, it merely disallows drawing directly in the window).

4) When this box is checked and the mirror has been dragged off center, config.exe  will align
the mirror to the nearest half distance of a subaperture.  When not checked, the mirror is
left exactly where the mouse had dragged it.  The two edit fields are the x and y coordinate
values (in subaperture units) for the center of the mirror.  A non-zero value indicates that
the mirror is off-center.

I n s t r uc t i ons
1. Click the blue area in the title of the Pupil Tool  window.  This makes sure that subsequent

drawing in the Configuration  window will be pupil drawing functions – unless you use edit
fields exclusively.

2. Select the Aperture  radio button and draw the aperture on the configuration − oor − edit it:                
Click the box for aperture and enter a value.  To stop editing, click anywhere in the Pupil
Tool  window (except another edit box or a radio button).

3. Select the Obscuration  radio button and draw the obscuration on the configuration − oor −                    
edit it:  Click the box for obscuration and enter a value.  To stop editing, click anywhere in
the window (except another edit box or a radio button).
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4. Select the Slaving  radio button and draw the slaving boundary on the configuration − oor −              
edit it:  Click the box for slaving and enter a value.  To stop editing, click anywhere in the
window (except another edit box or a radio button).  For detailed explanation of slaving see
SLAVING AND ACTUATORS page 14.

5. Select the Virtual Subapertures  radio button and draw the virtual boundary on the                                  
configuration − oor − edit it:  Click the box for virtual subapertures and enter a value.  To
stop editing, click anywhere in the window (except another edit box or a radio button).  See
ACTIVATING ACTUATORS AND SUBAPERTURES, on the page 12.

6. Select the Virtual Actuators  radio button and draw the virtual boundary on the                             
configuration − oor − edit it:  Click the box for virtual actuators and enter a value.  To stop
editing, click anywhere in the window (except another edit box or a radio button). ).  See
ACTIVATING ACTUATORS AND SUBAPERTURES, on the page 12.

7. To see all boundaries, use the Display Options Tool Bar  in the Configuration window (figure
4 on this page).  If the tool bar in the Configuration window is hidden, click the diamond at
the lower left corner of the Configuration window:  Then click and hold down the indicated
button.  Use the left  mouse button.  See DISPLAY OPTIONS AND PREFERECES on page 19.

Figure 4.

Pupil setup is completed.

MAKING KECK MIRRORS

Select the KECK Tool  window from the Tool  window.  Click the indicated button.

Figure 5.

Description of Window
1) This button makes a non-rotated KECK mirror, using parameters as shown in the KECK

tool window, and the Pupil  tool window.  You can use this button to remove a previously
applied rotation from a KECK mirror.

2) This value determines the size of a facet of the KECK mirror.  It is measured in
subaperture units, spanning half the distance of the two vertices on the x axis of a
hexagon as shown in figure 5 item 2.  The hexagon is not perfectly symmetrical, it is
somewhat shorter on the y axis than on the x.  This value is used only for the mirror
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facets.  The obscuration, although measured the same way, takes its value from the
obscuration field of the PUPIL tool window.

3) This button displays a popup menu from which the number of mirror facets can be
selected.

4) This edit field displays rotation degrees applied to the mirror when the adjacent button is
pressed.

5) This button removes the KECK mirror leaving other pupil values in place.
6) This item displays rotation degrees that been applied to the mirror.  It is for information

only and cannot be changed by editing.

I n s t r uc t i ons
1) Determine the size of a facet:  click the edit field for Length of Side (item 2 in figure 5)

and enter .9.

2) Determine the size of the obscuration.  Open the Pupil  window and enter 1.5 in the edit
field for obscuration − or − draw it in the Configuration  window.  Select the Obscuration
radio button and draw.  If drawing does not take immediate effect, click the title of the
Pupil window to activate it, then click the Configuration window once before starting to
draw.

3) Select the number of facets from the KECK edit tool window by clicking the Number of
Mirrors button (item 4 in figure 5) and select 37.

4) Click the Make a KECK Mirror  button within the blue title area of the KECK Tool  window
(item 1 in figure 5).

The KECK mirror is completed.
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NUMBERING COMPONENTS

This option is used to number actuators and subapertures according to the physical
wiring of the mirror..  The wiring will be reflected in the matrix generated for the mirror.
Select the Order Tool  window from the Tool  window.  Click the indicated button.

Figure 6.

Description of Window
1) This button renumbers components according to the default as follows: actuators and

subapertures are numbered from left to right, by rows going from top to bottom.  This
button works differently when manual ordering is in effect  (see the next page).

2) These three buttons are used for manual ordering.  See the next page.
3) Toggles actuators on or off.  When enabled, actuators will be reordered by arrow buttons

(figure 6, item 6).  Both actuators and subapertures may be numbered at the same time.
4) Toggles subapertures on or off.  When enabled, subapertures will be reordered by arrow

buttons (figure 6, item 6).  For Hudgin  geometries, separate buttons for slopes x and y are
available.  Both actuators and subapertures may be numbered at the same time.

5) These buttons are used for Quasi-Hex I and Quasi-hex II geometries only.  See the following
pages.

6) These eight buttons will order the selected items, actuators and/or subapertures in the
direction as indicated by the arrows.  When both actuators and subapertures are enabled
(figure 6, items 3 and 4), a single click on an arrow button will reorder both of them.

I n s t r uc t i ons
Before reordering components, it is useful (not necessary) to watch the new numbering take
effect.  Do this by using the Number  display option from the Configuration  window as follows:
1) If Display Options buttons are not showing in the Configuration  window, click the diamond

at the bottom, left corner of the window.
2) Open the Detail Options popup window by clicking the second button from the right in the       

Configuration, then  click the Number  radio buttons in the Actuator and Subap sections.
See DISPLAY OPTIONS AND PREFERENCES on page 19.

3) For subapertures, select the slope of your choice from the arrow buttons at the bottom of
the window.  The button with the single horizontal arrow will display x slope numbers only,
the button with the single vertical arrow will display the y slope numbers only and the
button with two arrows will display both x and y slope numbers.  Suggestion: click the
slope x button (the horizontal arrow).

4) Optionally, close the Detail Options popup window by double clicking it anywhere except on
buttons.

For this example, let us order actuators and subapertures differently.
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Order Actuators
1) Enable actuators for numbering.  If the Actuator button (item 3 in figure 6) is pale yellow,

it is disabled, click it to enable it.  The button will become a deep yellow.
2) Disable subapertures.  If it is not a pale yellow, click the item 4 in figure 6.
3) Number actuators by columns, going top down, right to left.  Click the second blue arrow

button (item 6 in figure 6).

Order Subapertures
1) Enable subapertures for numbering.  Click the Subaperture button (item 4 in figure 6).  It

will turn a deep yellow.
2) Disable actuators by clicking the Actuator  button (item 3 in figure 6).  It will turn a pale

yellow.
3) Number subaperture by rows, going top down, right to left.  Click the first red arrow button

(Item 6, figure 6).

Ordering is completed.

To return to default ordering, click the button in the blue area in the title of the Order  tool          
window (item 1, fig.6), or enable both actuators and subapertures and click the top, left most
arrow button.

Manual Numbering

Manual numbering permits any type of ordering, even without an apparent pattern if
that is how the mirror has been wired together.

 Figure 7.

Description of Window
1) Toggles manual ordering on or off.  Only one component may be numbered at a time –

either actuators or subapertures.  For Hudgin geometries, slopes x and y are numbered
separately.  Once manual numbering begins, it remains in effect as long as duplicates or
skipped numbers are present.  To remove duplicates without undoing your work refer to
item 6 in fig. 7, otherwise exit manual ordering by either restoring numbers  (item 4 in
figure 7) or click one of the 8 Arrow  buttons to automatically renumber the selected
component.  You may exit config.exe with duplicates present, however, the matrix.exe
module will detect the error and stop loading the mirror design, in other words, ordering
must be without error, before a matrix can be generated.

2) When manual ordering is enabled, a click on an item numbers the item.  This button
changes the operation of a click from numbering to show duplicates.  Once enabled, a
clicked component will highlight all items with duplicate numbers in dark blue – normally,
they are displayed in orange yellow.  The dark blue color will remain on the screen as
long as the mouse button is held down.  To return to the numbering mode, disable the
button by clicking it again (item 2 in fig. 7).

3) This button selects actuators for manual ordering which begins when item 1 in fig. 7 is
clicked.  If subapertures are also enabled (item 7, fig. 7), manual ordering cannot start.
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4) This button restores the original numbering that existed before manual ordering went into
effect, that is, of the component being manually numbered (actuators or subapertures).
If manual numbering is not in effect, all items are renumbered from left to right, row by
row, from top to bottom, see the previous page.

5) This edit field is displayed only while manual ordering is enabled.  A clicked item in the
Configuration  window will acquire the value from the edit field which is then incremented
by one, not to exceed the total number items of the selected component (actuators or
subapertures).  It’s also possible to click and drag the mouse over items to renumber
them.

6) This button removes duplicates by using a default algorithm.  Precedence is given to
numbers that have been manually entered.  If duplicates were entered, the first one
encountered by the algorithm will be given precedence.  Items that were never changed,
but are duplicates will be re-numbered from left to right, by rows going from top to bottom.

7) This button selects subapertures for manual ordering which begins when item 1 in fig. 7 is
clicked.  If actuators are also enabled (item 3, fig. 7), manual ordering cannot start.  For
Hudgin  geometries, only one slope may be selected for numbering, either x or y but not
both.

Color Codes
1) Light Blue – is given to manually changed numbers if no duplicates are present.
2) Dark Yellow – is given to all duplicates.
3) Dark Blue – is given to a set of items with the same order number.  Manual numbering

must be in the show duplicates mode, that is, the button indicated by item 2 in fig. 7 must
be pressed down before it can go into effect.

4) Medium Blue – is used after the Remove Duplicates  button (item 6 in fig. 7) has been
applied.  Manually changed numbers will retain a light blue color, those supplied by the
algorithm will be displayed in medium blue.

5) White – is given to all unchanged values while manual ordering is in effect.

Instructions
Open the ORDER  tool window and click the blue area in the title of the window, to ensure
that subsequent drawing in the Configuration  window will be ordering functions.

Manually Renumber Actuators
1) Make sure the Configuration  window is displaying actuators.  If they are not shown, do

as follows:
a) If the display options buttons are not being shown in the Configuration window, click

the diamond icon at the bottom left of the window to show them.
b) Click the right-most button in the Configuration  window and select Actuators for

display. It is highly recommended to enable the numbering display option.  To do this,
open the display options popup window by clicking the 5th button in the Configuration
window, then click the number radio button for actuators.  To close the popup
window, double click it anywhere except on buttons.  See DISPLAY OPTIONS AND
PREFERENCES on pages 19 – 20.

2) For demonstration purposes, first set actuators and subapertures to the default order,
numbering them from left to right, by row going from top to bottom.  To do this use the
button in the title of the Order  tool window – or – enable actuators (item 3, fig. 7) and
subapertures (item 7, fig. 7) and use the left-most blue arrow in the Order  tool window.

3) Enable actuators (item 3 in fig. 7) and disable subaperture (item 7 in fig. 7).  An enabled
button is a deep yellow and a disabled button is a pale yellow.

4) Enable manual numbering.  Click the Start manual numbering  button (Item 1 in fig. 7).
An edit field with the value 1 will be displayed.
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5) Click actuator #2 in the Configuration  window.  Note that the actuator is numbered ‘1’
and two actuators are shown in dark yellow.  They are duplicates.  At the same time, the
edit field in the Order  tool window has been incremented by 1.

6) Click the other actuator numbered ‘1’, at the upper left corner.  This actuator is now
numbered ‘2’, and both are displayed in a light blue, indicating that they have been
manually changed and no duplicates of these numbers exist.  The value in Order  tool
window is now ‘3’.

7) Now click the 3rd actuator and drag the mouse straight down over a few actuators.
Notice how duplicates are displayed in dark yellow but actuator ‘3’ remains white since
that is the original value.

8) To highlight duplicates, click the check button (item 2 in fig 7) to change the function from
numbering actuators to highlighting duplicates.  Now click a yellow actuator and continue
to hold down the mouse.  All actuators with that value are displayed in dark blue.  Turn
off highlighting by clicking the check button again and return to numbering actuators.

9) Fix duplicate numbers by clicking the hammer button (item 6 in fig 7).  All actuators with
user supplied numbers will be light blue, all those that the program supplied while
removing duplicates will be in medium blue, and those that have not changed, will be in
white.

10) Exit manual numbering by clicking the Start manual numbering button, (item 1 in fig. 7).

To manually renumber subapertures, enable subapertures and disable actuators in the Order
tool window, and follow the same steps as for actuators.

Note: For Hudgin geometries, enable only one slope: x or y but not both.  If actuators are
being numbered, both slopes must be disabled.  Hudgin geometries allow the option to
display only one of the subapertures, that of slope x or y or both.  If only one slope is being
displayed, the one shown, must also be the one being re-numbered.  Use the fifth button in
the Configuration to open the display options popup window and click the appropriate arrow
button.  Double click the popup window anywhere except on radio buttons to remove it.  See
DISPLAY OPTIONS AND PREFERENCES on pages 19 – 20.

Manual numbering is completed.

Rotating Quasi-Hex Geometries

Quasi-Hex geometries contain some functions that affect ordering, they are therefore
treated here, as a subset of the numbering option.

Figure 8

Description of Window
1) The default button removes non-standard numbering, rotation and  flipped rows.
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2) Toggles flipping of rows.  In Quasi-Hex geometries, rows alternate between a long and a
short row, normally, starting with a long one.  When rows are flipped, the configuration
starts with a short one.  To remove flipped rows,  click the button again.

3) Rotates the configuration 90° clockwise or counter clockwise as the button indicates.

I n s t r uc t i ons
Select Quasi-Hex I or Quasi-Hex II from the Geometry  tool window’s popup menu, page 4,
fig. 2 item 2. Then click the buttons (item 2 and/or item 3 in fig. 8) in the Order tool window.

Ordering of actuators and subapertures can then be applied as to any other configuration.

Rotation and flipping is completed.

ACTIVATING ACTUATORS AND SUBAPERTURES

In a mirror design, A++ will shape the pattern of actuators and subapertures into a
square– a rectangular pattern if subaperture rows and columns differ.  Even for Quasi-Hex
geometries, the shape is essentially a square or rectangle.  But that may not be the shape of
the actual mirror.  Or even if it is, you may wish to disable some actuators and/or
subapertures, or disable a only a single slope of a subaperture, all of which will have a
repercussion on the matrix that will be built for the mirror.  Completely deactivated actuators or
subapertures have no effect on the matrix and are called virtual in A++ terminology, they do
not exist, just as virtual reality does not exist.  Existing but inactive actuators and
subapertures are represented, but their rows or columns are zero filled.  Active components,
of course have a real impact on the matrix.

Activity Definitions for Actuators
1) Active.  This means that the actuator is active and will have a corresponding column in

the geometry matrix (the foundation matrix).  In reconstructor matrices, the actuator will
have a corresponding row.  The column or row for an active actuator is never zero filled.

2) Inactive.  This is similar to active status, except that rows of inactive actuators in
reconstructor matrices are zero filled – unless they are slaved, in which case, they receive
their values from other actuators.

3) Virtual.  This means that the actuator is not real and has no corresponding row or column
in any matrix, it is merely indicated in the graphics.

Activity Definition of Subapertures
1) Active.  This means that the subaperture has an active slope x and an active slope y.  It

will have two corresponding rows in the geometry matrix, one row for the x slope and the
other for y.  In reconstructor matrices, active subapertures have two columns, one for the
x slope and another for the y. Rows or columns for active subapertures are never zero
filled.

2) Inactive.  This is similar to an active status, except that rows or columns in matrices for
inactive slope x or y are zero filled.  Please note that slope x and y within the same
subaperture may have a different status.  It is possible to construct a matrix with a non-
zero row for slope x but a zero row for slope y and vice versa.

3) Virtual.  This means that the subaperture is not real and has no corresponding row or
column in any matrix, it is merely indicated in the graphics.

Select the Activate Tool  window from the Tool  window.  Click the indicated button.
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Figure 9.

Description of Window
1) The Activate All  button will apply activity status to all items depending on settings in the

Pupil and/or KECK tool window/s.  Actuators and subapertures covered by the mirror will
receive an active status.  An item is considered covered if its center is covered.  Items
outside the mirror or within the obscuration will become inactive.  Those outside virtual
boundaries will receive virtual status.

2) To selectively apply status to individual items, click a radio button and then an item in the
Configuration window.  When Real  is selected, a clicking an actuator or subaperture will
toggle status between active and inactive.  When Virtual  is selected, clicking an actuator or
subaperture will toggle status between virtual and inactive real.

3) These check boxes apply only to subapertures, they allow activating/deactivating a
specific slope.  When both boxes are checked or both unchecked, status will toggle between
activating and deactivating both slopes x and y, otherwise, it will toggle between activating
the checked slope (x oor y) and deactivating both slopes x aand y.

4) This button fixes invalid actuator / subaperture virtual relationships.  Virtual status means
that the actuator or subaperture is indicated in the mirror design, but  will be ignored
during matrix generation.  Such items do not receive rows or columns in a matrix.  Virtual
errors occur when 1) either a virtual actuator borders a real subaperture (the subaperture
can be inactive)  or 2) a real actuator is surrounded by nothing but virtual subapertures.

5) Activates actuators on the perimeter of the mirror if they are attached to subapertures
whose mirror percentage coverage is equal to or greater than the value shown next to the
button.  This value can also be edited.

I n s t r uc t i ons
1) Click the blue area in the title of the Activate tool window.  This makes sure that

subsequent drawing in the Configuration  window will be activate drawing functions.

2) Click the Activate All  button  within the blue title area of the Activate tool window (item
1, figure 9).   All actuators and subapertures covered by the mirror will become active.
All others will be inactive.  Those outside virtual boundaries will receive virtual status.

3) To activate actuators on the outer fringes of the mirror, click the activate perimeter
button (item 5, figure 9).  In  figure 9, the edit value is .5.  This means that all actuators on
the outer fringes of the mirror will become active if they border subapertures which are at
least 50% covered by the mirror.  This also applies to KECK mirrors.

Activating and deactivating is completed.

MORE ACTIVATING AND DEACTIVATING OPTIONS

Click the blue area in the title of the Activate Tool  window.  This makes sure that subsequent
drawing in the Configuration  window will be the activate drawing functions.
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1) To activate/deactivate individual actuators or subapertures, click the actuator or
subaperture in the Configuration  window.  Active status will toggle on and off.  To
deactivate subapertures, make sure that both boxes for slope x and y are checked or both
unchecked (item 3, fig 9).

2) To activate/deactivate one slope only, check one box only, for slopes x oor y (item 3, fig.
9).  It is also best to turn on the slope vector display option on.  To do this, do as follows:
1) If display option buttons are invisible in the Configuration  window, click the diamond

icon in the lower right corner of the window.
2) Open the detail display options popup window by clicking the second button from the

right in the Configuration  window        
3) Click the slopes radio button, then enable one of the arrow buttons on the bottom of

the window, to display slope x, y or both.  Select both.  Double click the popup window
anywhere (except on buttons) to close it.
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SLAVING AND ACTUATORS

Inactive actuators are represented by zero filled rows in reconstructor matrices.  But
when an inactive actuator is slaved, its row will receive its values from rows of actuator/s
designated as its master/s.  Values will be applied according to the master/slave links drawn

on the configuration.  Select the Slaving Tool  window from the Tool  window, click the
indicated button.

Figure 10.

Description of Window
1) The Apply Slaving  button sets slaving status for all actuators.  All active actuators will

receive a master status, inactive ones receive a slave status and those outside the slaving
boundary receive no slaving status.  Slaving boundaries are drawn with the Pupil  tool
window, see page 5.

2) When the Set Slaving Status button is active, a click on an active actuator will toggle
slaving between master and no slaving status.  A click on an inactive actuator toggles it
between slave and no slaving status.  To change an actuator from master to slave or vice
versa, change its activity status by using the Activate tool window, see page 12.

3) When this radio button is active, slaving relationships between actuators can be drawn in
the Configuration  window. The type of slaving link drawn will depend on the link selected
from the popup menu button (item 4, fig. 10).

4) Use this button to select the link type.  Direct Slaving sets a slaved actuator to its
master’s value – many slaves can have a single master;  Averaged Slaving sets a slaved
actuator to the average values of its masters – a single slave can have many masters; and
Extrapolated Slaving extrapolates slaved actuators from their masters – many masters can
have many salves.

I n s t r uc t i ons
1) When setting slaving status, it is recommended to remove the actuator numbering display

option in order to better identify masters from slaved actuators.  If the option is enabled,
remove it as follows:
a) If the display option buttons are not visible in the Configuration window, click the

diamond icon at the lower left of the window.
b) Click the 5th button in the Configuration window to open the Display Options popup

window.
c) Click the None radio button for Actuators, then optionally remove the popup window

from the screen by double clicking it anywhere except on buttons.  See DISPLAY
OPTIONS AND PREFERENCES page 19.

2) Make a 13 by 13 Fried configuration.
a) Open the Geometry edit tool window by clicking the second button in the Tool

window.
b) Use the popup menu button and select Fried if it not already selected.
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c) Use the Odometer button to make a 13 by 13 subaperture mirror.

3) Set up the aperture, obscuration and the slaving boundary for the mirror:
a) Open the Pupil tool window by clicking the 4th button in the Tool window.
b) Click the blue area in the title in the Pupil Tool  window.  This makes sure that

subsequent drawing in the configuration will be pupil drawing functions.
c) One by one, select radio buttons for the aperture, obscuration and the slaving

boundary and draw them in the Configuration window – or – use the edit fields in the
Pupil tool window.. Make the aperture approximately 4.5 in size, the obscuration
approximately 1.5 and the slaving boundary about 6.5.

4) Open the Activate edit  window by clicking the 5th button in the Tool window, then click the
default button in the blue title of the window.  This will activate all actuators and
subapertures according to radii drawn with the Pupil tool window.

5) Click the Apply Slaving  button in the blue title area of the Slaving Tool  window (item 1 in
figure 10).  All active actuators inside the slaving boundary will be set to masters, the
others inside the slaving boundary will be set to slave.  Those outside the slaving boundary
are ignored.

Setting slaving status is sufficient to make the Extrapolated Slaving matrix.  Slaving will be
ignored in all matrices generated except the slaving filter matrix.

To remove  all slaving click the button in the blue title area in the Activate           Tool  window (item             
1, fig. 9, page 12).  This not only removes slaving, but resets all actuators and subapertures
according to pupil boundaries.

Slaving is completed.

MORE SLAVING OPTIONS

As already mentioned, setting slaving status alone is sufficient to make the
Extrapolated Slaving matrix.  But it is also possible to establish slaving links between master
and slaved actuators which will be used in the building of every reconstruction matrix –
excluding filter matrices.  Filters never incorporate slaving links drawn on the mirror, but
because they are based on regular reconstructors, slaving links will be reflected in them.  The
Extrapolated Slaving matrix is classified as a filter matrix.

To set slaving status to individual actuators:
1) Make sure that slaving drawing functions are active, click the blue title of the Slaving Tool

window.
2) The Set Slaving Status radio button must be oon (item 2 figure 10).
3) Click an actuator.  An active actuator will toggle between a master slave status  and no

slaving status.  An inactive actuator will toggle between slave status  and no slaving
status.

4) To change a master to a slave or vice versa, you must change the activity status.  Use the
Activate Tool  window:
a) Open the Activate tool window, by clicking the 4th button in the Tool  window.
b) Click the blue title of the Activate tool window to ensure that subsequent drawing in the

Configuration window will be activating functions.
c) Make sure that the radio button is set to Real.
d) Click an actuator, it will toggle between active and inactive.  The activate function

always removes slaving status.
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e) Change the current drawing function from activate back to slaving by clicking the blue
title of the Slaving tool window.

f) Click an actuator.  If it is active it will be drawn as a master, if not, as a slave.
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Drawing Slaving Links

Links drawn between actuators will be applied slaving to all reconstructor matrices,
except filters.  They are drawn directly in the Configuration window.  Be sure that slaving
drawing functions are active, click the blue title of the Slaving Tool  window.  Click the radio
button in the Slaving Tool  window (item 3, figure 10) then click the popup menu button (item 4,
fig. 10) and select the slaving link type.

 Figure 11.

Drawing Slaving Links
1) Direct.  First click a master actuator, then click as many slaved actuators as necessary to          

link them to the master.  Slaved actuators are always linked to the last master clicked.  In
the matrix, all slaved rows will receive the value their master row.

2) Averaged.  First click a slave, then click up to 9 master actuators.  Master actuators are               
always linked to the last slave clicked.  In the matrix, the slaved row will receive the
average value of all of its linked master rows.

3) Extrapolated.  Click a master or slave actuator and drag the mouse in a straight line over                    
actuators.  Diagonal lines are permitted.  At least two masters and 1 slaved actuator must
be included in a link.

Note: Slaved actuators linked to masters are processed for aall reconstructors and oonly for
reconstructors.  They are never directly applied to filter matrices – i.e. any of the Zernike
Projection matrices or the Extrapolated Slaving matrix.  However, all filter matrices
incorporate a pre-existing reconstructor and if the reconstructor has slaved actuators, the
filter will reflect them.
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Weighing Subapertures

Weights can be applied to subapertures.  Select the Weight  tool window from the Tool
window, click the indicated button.

Figure 12.

Description of Window
1) Use this button to weigh all subapertures in the configuration.  The mirror may be round or a KECK

type.  Weights for subapertures partially covered by the mirror (aperture or obscuration) will be
calculated according to the percentage covered, subapertures entirely covered by the mirror will
receive a weight value of 1 and all others will receive a weight of zero.

2) This radio button and the next change individual subaperture weights.  When Set to is on, clicking a
subaperture will change its weight to the value in the edit field (item 4, fig. 12).

3) This button enables direct editing in the Configuration window.  Click a subaperture and enter a
value.  Use the left and right arrow keys to move the cursor.  To stop editing click anywhere in the
Configuration window except on subapertures or buttons.  Tab over to the next subaperture while
still in edit mode.  Shift/Tab works in reverse.  To copy / paste click a subaperture to highlight it,
press Control/C, then click another subaperture to highlight it and press Control/V.

4) This is an edit field that is applied to a subapertures as its weight value when it is clicked.  It is
used only when the Set to radio button (item 2, fig.12) is enabled.

Instructions
Click the button in the blue title area of the Weight  tool window (item 1 in figure12).  Weight
values of all subapertures with partial mirror coverage will be calculated.  Those completely
covered by the mirror will receive a weight value of 1, and those not covered at all will receive
a weight of zero.

Weight values are used only when making geometry matrices, they are never directly applied
to reconstructors.  However, since reconstructors are based on geometry matrices,
subaperture weights will be incorporated into them.

Subaperture weighing is completed.
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SAVING THE CONFIGURATION

Click the File  option of the main menu bar and select Save As.  Enter the file name of your
choice.  Do not enter prefixes or file extensions, they will be supplied by the program.   Enter a
string such as fried21  nnot  m_fried21.txt.

Use Save from the File option and periodically save your work and use Revert  to return to the
last save in case you made an error.

Exit the program

Click the File  option of the main menu bar and select Exit.
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CONFIGURATION DETAIL DISPLAY OPTIONS

These buttons form a Menu Bar  within the Configuration window, which is toggled on
or off by the diamond button in the lower left corner of the window.

Figure 13

Description of Buttons
1) When locked, direct drawing or editing in the Configuration  window is not permitted.

However, all other changes that do not require mouse clicks in the Configuration  window
are allowed.

2) This button refreshes the Configuration  window.
3) This button opens the Statistical Information popup window.  Click anywhere in the window

then drag it to any portion of the screen.  Double click anywhere on the window to close it.
4) This button when clicked, displays all pupil radii as long as the mouse button is held down.
5) This button displays the detail display options popup window.  Double click the popup window

(except on buttons) to remove it from the screen. See figure 14.
6) This button displays a popup menu which provides other display options.  See figure 15.

Figure 14.

I n s t r uc t i ons
1) If no buttons show at the top of the Configuration  window, click the diamond button at the

lower left corner to show them.

2) Click the fifth button to open the Detail Display Options window (fig. 14).  Double click the
window anywhere (except on a button) to close it again.  The window is divided into two
sections, each with its own group of radio buttons: 1) actuators and 2) subapertures.
Select a display option by clicking a radio button.  Only one radio button can be active within
a group of radio buttons.  If you click one button, the other will go off.
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NOTE:  When option Number or Slopes           for subapertures is selected, the arrow buttons at the          
bottom of the popup window take effect.  Select slope X or Y or both to display numbers or
slope direction.
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CONFIGURATION DISPLAY OPTIONS MENU

The rightmost button has additional display options.  Set a check mark to the item of
your choice.  Check marks toggle on or off with each selection.

Figure 15.

Description of Window
1) Click the popup menu button and select a display option.
2) If Actuators are checked they will be displayed.
3) If Subapertures are checked they will be displayed.
4) If Special Weights is checked, which is another way of looking at subaperture weights, the  

check mark for actuators and subapertures will be removed.  To go back to a regular
display, check actuators and subapertures.

5) If Always a Square is checked, the graphics display area will be recalculated as a square
after the window has been resized.

6) If Number Virtuals is checked, virtual components (actuators and/or subapertures) will be
numbered, that is if numbering has been enabled.  If it is not checked, only ‘real’ actuators
and subapertures will be shown as numbered.


